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ABSTRACT

We study the properties of the broad-line region (BLR) of a well-known reverberation-mapped active galactic
nucleus (AGN) in order to find reliable evidence for the intermediate BLR. We first check properties of the mapped
AGN collected from the literature in the plane of σ 2

Hβ/σ 2
Hα versus RHα

BLR/R
Hβ

BLR. Commonly, virial black hole masses
based on observed broad Hα and Hβ should be coincidental. However, among the mapped objects, PG 0052 and
NGC 4253 are two apparent outliers in the plane of σ 2

Hβ/σ 2
Hα versus RHα

BLR/R
Hβ

BLR, which indicates that BLRs of
PG 0052 and NGC 4253 have some special characters. Based on the 55 public spectra of PG 0052, the BLR
of PG 0052 has been carefully studied in detail. We find that the line width ratio of the total observed broad
Hα to the total observed broad Hβ is ∼0.7, which is much smaller than the theoretical/observational value of
∼0.9. Furthermore, the flux ratio of the total broad Hα to the total broad Hβ is about 6.8 (Balmer decrement),
which is not a reasonable value for the blue quasar PG 0052+251. Moreover, properties of line cores based on the
principal component analysis technique confirm that there is one inner broad component and one seriously obscured
intermediate broad component in the BLR of PG 0052. If the seriously obscured intermediate BLR was accepted,
properties of PG 0052 in the plane of σ 2

Hβ/σ 2
Hα versus RHα

BLR/R
Hβ

BLR could be reproduced, which indicates that the
intermediate BLR actually is appropriate for the mapped quasar PG 0052+251. Finally, the large distance between
the inner and the intermediate components of the BLR based on the results of the cross-correlation function rejects
the possibility that the intermediate component is probably an extended part of the inner component of the BLR.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Through strong, broad emission lines coming from the broad-
line regions (BLRs) of active galactic nuclei (AGNs), the
properties of the BLR of AGNs, which cannot be directly
resolved by current observational techniques and instruments,
have become better understood (see the reviews of Sulentic et al.
2000; Gaskell 2010; Krause et al. 2011; Denney et al. 2010;
Netzer & Marziani 2010; Sluse et al. 2011; Pancoast et al. 2011,
etc., and references therein). Based on properties of the BLR
of AGNs (especially virialized emission line clouds in BLR;
Gaskell 1988; Wandel et al. 1999; Peterson & Wandel 1999;
Osterbrock & Mathews 1986; Denney et al. 2009b; Gaskell
2009), the most convenient method for estimating virial black
hole (BH) masses of broad line AGNs is proposed (Vestergaard
2002; Onken et al. 2004; Peterson et al. 2004; Peterson 2010;
Peterson & Bentz 2006; Collin et al. 2006; Kelly & Bechtold
2007):

MBH ∝ V 2 × RBLR, (1)

where V represents the probable rotating velocity of emission
line cloude in BLR (line width of the broad emission line) and
RBLR denotes the distance between the BLR and central BH
of AGNs (size of BLR), which can be measured by the time
lag between broad line emission and continuum emission from
long-period observed spectra (Kaspi et al. 2000; Peterson et al.
2004; Bentz et al. 2006, 2009; Denney et al. 2010) based on the
reverberation-mapping technique (Blandford & Mckee 1982;
Peterson 1993). So far there are more than 40 nearby broad
line objects for which RBLR and virial BH masses have been
determined (Peterson et al. 2004; Denney et al. 2010; Kaspi et al.
2005; Bentz et al. 2009, 2010b; Barth et al. 2011). One empirical

relation has been found for RBLR, RBLR ∝ L∼0.5
5100 ∝ L∼0.5

line , where
L5100 means an AGN continuum luminosity at 5100 Å and Lline
represents broad line luminosity (Kaspi et al. 2005; Denney et al.
2010; Bentz et al. 2009; Wang & Zhang 2003; Greene et al.
2010), and virial BH masses can be simply and conveniently
estimated from single epoch spectra of broad line AGNs by
line width and continuum luminosity (or broad line luminosity;
Vestergaard 2002; McLure & Dunlop 2004; Sulentic et al. 2000;
Netzer & Marziani 2010; Sulentic et al. 2006, 2007; Shen et al.
2008; Rafiee & Hall 2011; Netzer & Marziani 2010; Kelly &
Bechtold 2007; Greene & Ho 2005, Denney et al. 2009a):

MBH ∝ V 2 × L∼0.5
5100 ∝ V 2 × L∼0.5

line . (2)

It is clear from the single epoch spectra of broad-line AGNs
that virial BH masses based on different broad emission lines
should be coincidental. However, some conflicting results have
been reported. Kelly & Bechtold (2007) have found that virial
BH masses based on broad lines in UV and optical bands are
coincidental as well (some simple and more recent results can
also be found in Rafiee & Hall 2011). However, Sulentic et al.
(2007) have shown that UV broad-line C iv λ1545 is a poor virial
estimator. Recently, Assef et al. (2010) have found the opposite
that virial BH mass estimates based on C iv λ1545 are consistent
with those based on Balmer lines. Different virial BH masses
based on different broad emission lines probably provide some
kind of deep information on the structure of the BLR of AGNs.
In this paper, studying the properties of virial BH masses on
different broad emission lines for reverberation-mapped AGNs
is our main objective. In order to find more reliable results,
parameters based on a reverberation-mapped AGN rather than
an AGN with a single epoch spectra should be first considered.
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For recently reported reverberation-mapped AGNs, the sizes of
BLRs are based on long-period varied broad-line emission lines
in an optical band, especially Balmer lines. Thus, in this paper,
we primarily consider the properties of Balmer lines (Hα and
Hβ) of the reverberation-mapped AGN.

Besides the reverberation-mapping technique and the virial-
ization method for virial BH masses, there are some references
that study properties of emission line regions for broad optical
Balmer lines. Korista & Goad (2004) showed that after con-
sidering luminosity-dependent responsivities, the theoretically
estimated size of the BLR based on Hα should be 20% larger
than the size of the BLR based on Hβ, and the corresponding
line width of Hβ should be larger than that of Hα. The theoret-
ical results can be confirmed by observational results shown in
Bentz et al. (2010b; size of the BLR on Hα is larger than the
size of the BLR on Hβ) for mapped objects and in Greene &
Ho (2005) (line width of broad Hβ is larger than the line width
of broad Hα) for pure quasars. Furthermore, a two-component
model of the BLR has been proposed (Popovic 2007; Bon et al.
2009; Zhu et al. 2009; Hu et al. 2008): one inner region for
broad wings and one intermediate region for cores, in order to
explain complex broad lines of AGNs. Although estimated (or
measured) parameters (line width and size of the BLR) of Hα
and Hβ are different to some extent, estimated virial BH masses
based on Hα and Hβ should be coincidental, such as the con-
firmed results shown in Greene & Ho (2005) for pure quasars.

It is interesting to check the virial BH masses based on Hα
and Hβ for reported reverberation-mapped AGNs. In this paper,
we find that there are some mapped AGNs, and virial BH
masses based on Hα are much different from BH masses on
Hβ, which indicates some special information for the structure
of emission line regions for Balmer lines. This paper is organized
as follows. Section 2 shows the results based on the parameters
(measured line width and size of the BLR based on long-
period variations of line emission and continuum emission)
of reported reverberation-mapped AGNs. Section 3 gives the
detailed results for the blue quasar PG 0052+251 with very
different virial BH masses on Hα and on Hβ. Section 4 gives
the discussion and conclusion. In this paper, the cosmological
parameters H0 = 70 km s−1 Mpc−1, ΩΛ = 0.7, and Ωm = 0.3
have been adopted.

2. VIRIAL BH MASSES ON BALMER LINES FOR
MAPPED AGNs

As shown in the Introduction, we try to check virial BH
masses on Hα and Hβ for mapped AGNs. The reported
mapped AGNs are mainly included in two research groups, the
AGNWATCH group (public data of 10 AGNs can be found
at http://www.astronomy.ohio-state.edu/∼agnwatch/) and the
research group at the Wise Observatory at Tel Aviv
University (public data of 17 PG quasars can be found at
http://wise-obs.tau.ac.il/∼shai/PG/; Kaspi et al. 2000). Cor-
responding references about observational techniques and
instruments for the two groups can be found at the two Web
sites above.

Before proceeding further, we roughly check results reported
in the literature (especially Kaspi et al. 2000, 2005; Peterson
et al. 2004; Bentz et al. 2010b) for all the 43 reverberation-
mapped AGNs whose observation data are either public or
not. Here we mainly compare properties of broad Hα and
broad Hβ (the two strongest broad emission lines in the
optical band of AGNs), including line widths (second moment
rather than FWHM, which is the best approximation of V in

Equation (1) as supposed by Peterson et al. 2004) and the
sizes of the BLR (the measured time lag between the line
emission and continuum emission, not the calculated value from
the empirical relation of R ∝ L∼0.5) based on Hα (RHα

BLR)
and Hβ (RHβ

BLR), which are collected and listed in Table 1.
Here, only objects with reliable parameters (line width and
size of BLR), P > 1.5 × Perr (where P means the measured
parameter and Perr represents the corresponding uncertainty for
the parameter) are collected from the literature. Based on this
simple criterion, some reverberation-mapped objects should be
rejected. For example, the size of NGC 3227’s BLR based
on Hβ is R

Hβ

BLR ∼ 8.2+5.1
−8.4 light days; the uncertainty of 8.4 is

larger than the measured value 8.2, and thus NGC 3227 is
rejected. We also should note that the famous reverberation-
mapped object NGC 5548 is rejected due to the following
reasons. On the one hand, in Peterson et al. (2004), the line
width of the broad Hα is not reliable due to larger uncertainty.
On the other hand, we find that the sizes of the BLRs are
similar, but the line widths of the broad Hβ (both second
moment and FWHM) are much different in Peterson et al. (2004)
from those shown in Bentz et al. (2010b), σHβ ∼ 2000 km s−1

and FWHM(Hβ) ∼ 5800 km s−1 in Peterson et al. (2004),
σHβ ∼ 4200 km s−1 and FWHM(Hβ) ∼ 12,000 km s−1 in
Bentz et al. (2010b). Thus, NGC 5548 is not included in our
parent sample listed in Table 1. Furthermore, there is another
object, PG 0844, we should note. For PG 0844, there are reliable
parameters of the line width and size of the BLR for broad
Hα and broad Hβ in Kaspi et al. (2000); however, there is no
reliable size of the BLR based on Hβ in Peterson et al. (2004).
Thus, PG 0844 is also rejected. Eventually, there are 16 objects
listed in Table 1: 9 objects have public spectra (7 PG quasars
observed by the Wise Observatory and 2 objects included in the
AGNWATCH project) and the other 7 objects have no public
spectra. Furthermore, we should note that the listed values of
parameters in Table 1 are values from more recent literature. For
example, values for PG 0052 can be found in Kaspi et al. (2000)
and Peterson et al. (2004). Then the listed values for PG 0052
are collected from Peterson et al. (2004).

As shown in the Introduction, it is clear that there is one strong
correlation for mapped AGNs based on virial BH masses:

σ 2
Hα × RHα

BLR = σ 2
Hβ × R

Hβ

BLR(
σHα

σHβ

)2

= R
Hβ

BLR

RHα
BLR

. (3)

In this section, we will check the correlation for the selected
mapped AGNs. Figure 1 shows the correlation between the
line width ratio of broad Hβ to broad Hα (σ 2

Hβ/σ 2
Hα) and the

size ratio of RHα
BLR to R

Hβ

BLR for the 16 reverberation-mapped
objects listed in Table 1. For all the 16 objects, the Spearman
rank correlation coefficient for the correlation is about 0.4 with
Pnull ∼ 14% (the two-sided significance of deviation from zero),
which indicates there is one rough positive correlation. In this
figure, we also show the corresponding 99% confidence bands
for the linear correlation σ 2

Hβ/σ 2
Hα = RHα

BLR/R
Hβ

BLR. Based on the
results in Figure 1, there are two probable outliers, PG 0052 and
NGC 4253, which deviate from the linear correlation supported
by the virialization method. After the two outliers are rejected,
the recalculated Spearman rank correlation coefficient is about
0.9 with Pnull ∼ 4 × 10−5.

Based on the results shown in Figure 1, the much different
virial BH masses based on Hα and Hβ should indicate that
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Figure 1. Correlation between the line width (second moment) ratio of σ 2
Hβ/σ 2

Hα and the size ratio of RHα
BLR/R

Hβ

BLR. The standard error bar for data points is shown in the
bottom right corner. Object PG 0052+251 is marked with a solid circle. The area marked by dotted lines around PG 0052+251 represents the estimated area in the plane,
if the intermediate BLR was accepted for PG 0052 (results from Equation (6)). The solid line and the dashed line represent the correlation σ 2

Hβ/σ 2
Hα = RHα

BLR/R
Hβ

BLR
and its 99% confidence bands. For NGC 4253, its true position ([0.51, 4.1]) is much farther away from the correlation. In order to clearly show the other objects, we
use an upper arrow to represent that the true position of NGC 4253 should be much higher than the shown position [0.51, 2].

Table 1
Parameters for the 16 Mapped AGNs

Name σHα RHα
BLR σHβ R

Hβ

BLR Public
(km s−1) (Light Days) (km s−1) (light-days)

PG 0026+129 1961 ± 135 98.1+28.3
−25.5 1773 ± 285 111.0+24.1

−28.3 Kaspi

PG 0052+251 1913 ± 85 163.7+58.5
−38.3 1783 ± 86 89.8+24.5

−24.1 Kaspi

PG 0804+761 2046 ± 138 183.6+15.3
−13.3 1971 ± 105 146.9+18.8

−18.9 Kaspi

NGC 4151 2422 ± 79 3.2+1.9
−1.7 1914 ± 42 3.1 ± 1.3 AGNWATCH

PG 1411+442 2437 ± 196 94.7+36.0
−31.5 1607 ± 169 124.3+61.0

−61.7 Kaspi

PG 1426+015 4254 ± 290 75.5+30.5
−32.5 3442 ± 308 95.0+29.9

−37.1 Kaspi

PG 1617+175 2483 ± 160 94.2+19.1
−25.2 2626 ± 211 71.5+29.6

−33.7 Kaspi

PG 2130+099 1421 ± 80 198.4+32.6
−23.4 1623 ± 86 158.1+29.8

−18.7 Kaspi

NGC 7469 1164 ± 68 4.7+1.6
−1.3 1456 ± 207 4.5+0.7

−0.8 AGNWATCH

Mrk142 934 ± 61 2.90+1.22
−0.92 859 ± 102 2.87+0.76

−0.87 NO

SBS1116+583A 1218+147
−99 4.12+1.41

−0.98 1528 ± 184 2.38+0.64
−0.51 NO

Arp151 937 ± 34 8.01+1.05
−1.00 1252 ± 46 4.08+0.50

−0.69 NO

Mrk1310 717 ± 75 4.60+0.67
−0.62 755 ± 138 3.74+0.60

−0.62 NO

NGC 4253 726 ± 35 25.50+0.66
−0.86 516 ± 218 6.24+1.65

−1.24 NO

NGC 4748 1035 ± 74 7.61+3.01
−4.64 657 ± 91 5.63+1.64

−2.25 NO

NGC 6814 1082 ± 52 9.51+1.91
−1.56 1610 ± 108 6.67+0.88

−0.90 NO

Notes. “Kaspi” means that the public observed spectra can be found from Web site http://wise-obs.tau.ac.il/∼shai/PG/.
“AGNWATCH” means the public observed spectra can be found from the AGNWATCH project,
http://www.astronomy.ohio-state.edu/∼agnwatch/. “NO” means there are no public observed spectra; the listed
parameters are collected from Bentz et al. (2010b). The sizes of the BLR based on broad Balmer emission lines are
the ones determined by τcent, and line widths are the ones measured from the rms spectra as discussed in Peterson et al.
(2004). The listed values of parameters are values from more recent literature.

there are some unique characteristics for broad Balmer emission
line regions. To find and study the characteristics are the
main objectives of the following section. For the two outliers,
only PG 0052 has public observed spectra, which can be
downloaded from http://wise-obs.tau.ac.il/∼shai/PG/. In the
following section, we will mainly study the properties of
the reverberation-mapped AGN PG 0052 and try to find some

special characteristics of the broad Balmer line regions of
PG 0052.

3. MAIN RESULTS FOR PG 0052

In this paper, all the observational data and spectra
of PG 0052+251 are collected from Kaspi et al. (2000;
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Figure 2. Mean spectrum of PG 0052+251 and best-fit results for emission lines around Hα and Hβ. In the top panel, the solid line shows our mean spectrum created
using the PCA method (flux(5100 Å) = 1) and the dotted line shows the mean spectrum shown in Kaspi et al. (2000; flux(5100 Å) = 2). In the bottom left panel, the
dotted line shows the mean spectrum around Hβ, the thick solid line represents the best-fit results, the dashed line represents the broad component of Hβ fitted by
one broad Gaussian function, and the dot-dashed line shows narrow components of Hβ and [O iii] λ4959, 5007 Å. In the bottom right panel, the dotted line shows the
mean spectrum around Hα and the thick solid line represents the best-fit results. The thick dashed line shows the broad component, if one broad Gaussian function is
applied to fit Hα. The thin dashed line shows the inner broad component and the dot-dashed line shows the intermediate broad component, if the two broad Gaussian
functions are applied to fit Hα. The symbols “⊕” in the figure show the positions of the features of the atmospheric A band near 7620 Å in the observed frame.

http://wise-obs.tau.ac.il/∼shai/PG/). A detailed description of
the data and spectra can be found in Kaspi et al. (2000). Here,
we do not describe instruments and observational techniques.
There are 56 spectra from 4000 Å to 8000 Å with a dispersion
of ∼3.8 Å pixel−1 and a spectral resolution of about ∼10 Å
observed from 1991 October 16 to 1998 September 27 for
PG 0052+251. However, there is one spectrum with many bad
pixels around Hα; thus, only 55 spectra are considered. The
collected spectra from the above Web site have been binned into
1 Å per pixel and have been padded from 3000 Å to 9000 Å, as
shown at the Web site. We mainly consider the data and spectra
as follows.

3.1. Properties of the Mean Spectrum

The mean spectrum of PG 0052+251 can be created us-
ing the principal component analysis (PCA) technique or the
Karhunen–Loeve transform method, applied for observed noisy
spectra. The PCA technique is a mathematical procedure that
uses an orthogonal transformation to convert a set of obser-
vations of possibly correlated variables into a set of values of
uncorrelated variables called principal components. Certainly,
mean subtraction (or mean centering) is necessary for perform-
ing PCA to ensure that the first principal component describes
the direction of maximum variance. However, if mean subtrac-
tion is not performed, the first eigencomponent through the PCA
technique commonly represents the mean spectrum of noisy
spectra. Here, the convenient and public IDL PCA program
“pca_solve.pro” written by D. Schlegel at Princeton University
is used, which is included in the Sloan Digital Sky Survey soft-
ware package of IDLSPEC2D (http://spectro.princeton.edu/).

Figure 2 shows the mean spectrum of PG 0052+251 with
relative flux density flux (5100 Å) = 1. Furthermore, the
mean spectrum of PG 0052+251 created by Kaspi et al.
(2000) is also shown in Figure 2, which is the same as our

mean spectrum created using the PCA method. Then, Balmer
emission lines are fitted by simple Gaussian functions through
the Levenberg–Marquardt least-squares minimization method.
The best-fit results are also shown in Figure 2. Emission lines
around Hβ can be best fitted by one broad Gaussian function
for broad Hβ and three narrow Gaussian functions for narrow
Hβ and [O iii] λ4959, 5007 Å doublet. Here when the [O iii]
doublet is fitted, we require that [O iii] λ4959, 5007 Å have
the same line width in units of km s−1, and the flux ratio of
[O iii] λ4959 Å to [O iii] λ5007 Å is the theoretical value 0.33
(Dimitrijevic et al. 2007). Emission lines around Hα can be fitted
by one broad Gaussian function. Here we do not consider narrow
emission lines around Hα in the mean spectrum due to much
weaker [O i] λ6300, 6363, [N ii] λ6548, 6583, and [S ii] λ6716,
6731 doublets. Furthermore, we should note that features of the
atmospheric A band near 7620 Å in the observed frame can be
detected, which are marked in Figure 2 and in the following
Figure 4 by the symbol “⊕”. Here, we simply discuss effects
of the features on measured line parameters. Line parameters
around Hα are first measured without any consideration of the
effects of the features (functions are applied to total observed
line profile), and then remeasured with consideration of the
effects of the features (functions are applied to the observed line
profile with features of the atmospheric A band rejected). The
measured line parameters due to the two different procedures
are similar. Thus, in the following part, the effects of the features
of the atmospheric A band near 7620 Å are totally ignored. The
measured line parameters of broad Hα and broad Hβ in the
mean spectrum are listed in Table 2.

Based on the line parameters listed in Table 2, it is clear
that the line width (second moment) of the broad Hβ (σHβ ∼
38 Å ∼2370 km s−1) is much different from the line width of the
broad Hα (σHα ∼ 37 Å ∼1700 km s−1), which is much different
from the results shown in Greene & Ho (2005) and Korista &
Goad (2004; σHβ/σHα ∼ 1.06–1.1). The results indicate that
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Figure 3. Properties of line cores. The solid line represents the first PCA component based on the observed spectra with zero mean. The dashed line represents the
mean spectrum based on the observed spectra shown in Figure 2. The middle panel shows the comparison of the line cores of Hα and Hβ. In the panel, the solid line
represents the line core of Hβ with a flux density scaled by 3 and the dotted line represents the line core of Hα.

Table 2
Parameters of PG 0052+251

Line σ Flux RBLR(p) RBLR(c) RCCF(max)
(Å) 10−16 (erg s−1 cm−2) (light-days) (light-days)

Hβ(broad) 38.4 1426.3 109 ± 25 111 ± 15 0.76
Hα(tot broad) 37.4 9612.5 191 ± 24 214 ± 19 0.72
Hα(inner broad) 51.8 5067.9 110 ± 20 116 ± 16 0.68
Hα(int broad) 24.1 1649.5� 703 ± 45 678 ± 40 0.38

Notes. Hα(tot broad) means the observed total broad Hα. Hα(inner broad) means the inner broad component
of Hα. Hα(int broad) represents the intermediate broad component of Hα. The second column gives the second
moment of the broad component in units of Å shown in the mean spectrum of PG 0052+251, the third column
shows the measured mean flux density of the broad component for 55 observed spectra of PG 0052+251, the
fourth column shows the measured size of the BLR through the peak value of the CCF results, the fifth column
shows the measured size of the BLR through the central value of the CCF results, and the sixth column shows the
maximum coefficient through the CCF. The corresponding error of the measured size of the BLR is determined
through the bootstrap method as shown in Figure 5. 1649.5� means the mean value is not that reliable and is
probably lower than the internal value due to a very weak intermediate broad Hα in some observed spectra.

broad Balmer line regions of PG 0052 probably have some
special characteristics that are different from common quasars.
In other words, a single, broad Gaussian function applied to fit
broad Hα and Hβ is not that good. Thus, we consider broad
Balmer emission lines using a different method as follows.

3.2. Properties of Line Cores

In order to more clearly show the properties of broad Balmer
emission lines, the PCA technique is applied again as has been
done in Brotherton et al. (1994) and Francis et al. (1992). Before
studying properties of line cores, the commonly accepted step of
mean subtraction (or mean centering) is first performed. Then,
after the PCA technique is applied to the spectra with zero
mean, the first principal component represents emission line
cores (Brotherton et al. 1994; Francis et al. 1992). Figure 3
shows the emission line cores around Hβ and Hα. In the figure,
the line profile of Hβ with a flux density scaled by 3 (the intrinsic
flux ratio of Hα to Hβ for a blue quasar) is directly compared
with the line profile of Hα in the first principal component. Based
on the results shown in Figure 3, it is clear that the line cores
of Hβ and Hα are very different; there is one apparent broad

component in Hα but no broad component in Hβ in the first
principal component. The results indicate that aside from the
similar inner broad component similar to that of observed broad
Hβ, there is one other intermediate broad component in Hα but
no intermediate broad component in Hβ (one seriously obscured
intermediate component for Balmer lines). Moreover, we should
note that there are narrow lines around Hβ in the first principal
component shown in Figure 3, which is due to a much extended
component of [O iii] λ4959, 5007. Similar narrow lines can also
be found in the rms spectrum of PG 0844 shown in Figure 2 in
Kaspi et al. (2000). Those narrow lines cannot affect our results
about the line cores of Hα and Hβ.

Thus, broad Hα is fitted again by two Gaussian functions,
one broad Gaussian function with a similar line width to that
of the broad Hβ and one intermediate broad Gaussian function,
through the Levenberg–Marquardt least-squares minimization
method. The two components are also shown in the bottom right
panel of Figure 2. The parameters of the two components of Hα
are also listed in Table 2. The line width (second moment) of
the intermediate broad component of Hα is about 1100 km s−1

which is much larger than the line width (second moment) of
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narrow [O iii] λ5007 (σ ([O iii]) ∼ 6.6 Å = 395 km s−1). Based
on the flux ratio of the inner broad Hα to intermediate broad
Hα, ∼2.6–3, it is clear that the intermediate broad component
of Hα is distinct and clearly decomposed in the mean spectrum
of PG 0052+251. Certainly, we also try to fit the broad Hβ by
two broad Gaussian functions. However, the intermediate broad
component of Hβ is not reliable due to a smaller measured
line width and line luminosity than the corresponding measured
uncertainties for the expected intermediate component of Hβ,
which is consistent with the results shown in Figure 3. The
results indicate that the intermediate broad component of BLR
probably exists and is seriously obscured (no intermediate broad
component of Hβ) for PG 0052+251. Certainly, the intermediate
broad component of Hβ cannot be detected, perhaps due to the
low quality of spectra for PG 0052+251. Although there is no
true value of the flux ratio of the intermediate broad component
of Hα to the intermediate broad component of Hβ, it is not
difficult to determine the cut-off value of signal to noise (S/N)
for future high quality spectra. If we accept that the flux ratio
of the intermediate broad component of Hα to the intermediate
broad component of Hβ is about 6, the S/N should be larger
than 24.

Before the end of this subsection, we discuss properties
of χ2 for the fitted results of Hα and Hβ, in order to find
more reliable evidence for the existence of the second Gaussian
component for Hα. Here χ2 is the value of the summed, squared
residuals for the measured parameters divided by the degrees of
freedom, which can be used as one good indicator to determine
whether the fitted results are acceptable. Here, we accept that
the uncertainty for the flux is about ∼10%. The values of χ2

are 0.18, 0.06, and 0.08 for best-fit results by one Gaussian
function, by two Gaussian functions for Hα, and by Gaussian
functions for lines around Hβ, respectively. Then, based on
fitted results by one or two Gaussian functions for Hα, the F-
test is performed: at the 99% confidence level, the calculated
variance ratio of results by one Gaussian function to results by
two Gaussian functions is 2.14 for Hα in the mean spectrum,
which is much larger than the F value 1.34. The results indicate
that two Gaussian functions for Hα are necessary. Due to the
unreliable second Gaussian component for Hβ through the least-
squares minimization method, the F-test is not performed for
results of Hβ.

3.3. Properties of the Observed Spectra

We consider the observed spectra collected from Kaspi
et al. (2000) in this subsection. Line parameters are mea-
sured through Gaussian functions for all the 55 observed spec-
tra with both Hα and Hβ for PG 0052+251, as done above
for the Balmer lines in the mean spectrum. Emission lines
around Hβ are measured once: only a single broad compo-
nent is fitted Hβ. The emission line Hα is measured twice,
(1) one broad Gaussian function is fitted to Hα, (2) two broad
Gaussian functions are fitted to Hα: one broad component and
the other intermediate broad component as shown in the sub-
section above. When two Gaussian functions are applied to
fit Hα, the broad component has a similar line width to the one
of broad Hβ (with a permitted scatter of 0.1dex) and the line
width ratio of the corresponding two functions (broad to inter-
mediate broad) is fixed to 2.16 (∼(2370 km s−1/1100 km s−1),
based on the measured line widths of two components of Hα in
the mean spectrum).

After the measurements of the line parameters, we find that
if one Gaussian function is applied to fit Hα, the line width

ratio of the total broad Hβ to the total broad Hα is about
1.4 ± 0.1, which is much larger than the mean value of ∼1.1
for quasars shown in Greene & Ho (2005) and larger than
the theoretical value of ∼1.06–1.1 in Korista & Goad (2004).
Furthermore, if one Gaussian function is applied to fit Hα, the
flux ratio of the total broad Hα to the total broad Hβ (Balmer
decrement) is about 6.8, which is a larger and more unreasonable
value for the blue quasar PG 0052+251 (the mean value from
composite spectra of quasar is about 3.56 in Vanden Berk
et al. 2001). However, if two Gaussian functions are applied to
fit Hα, the flux ratio of the inner broad Hα to the inner broad
Hβ (the observed total broad Hβ only includes the inner broad
Hβ; the intermediate broad Hβ is seriously obscured) is about
3.61, which is consistent with the value from the composite
spectra of quasars (Vanden Berk et al. 2001), and the line width
ratio is about σHα/σHβ ∼ 0.94 (here Hα is the one without
the intermediate broad Hα), which is consistent with the result
shown in Greene & Ho (2005) and Korista & Goad (2004); Hβ
is slightly larger than Hα (σHα/σHβ ∼ 0.91). Certainly, there
are some cases where intermediate broad Hα is too weak to be
detected in the observed spectra, as shown in Figure 4, which
is probably due to the observed spectra with lower resolution.
It is clear that the total observed broad Hα separated into two
components (one inner broad component and one intermediate
broad component) should be more reasonable for the blue quasar
PG 0052+251.

3.4. CCF Results

Finally, we consider the results from the cross-correlation
function (CCF) applied to measure the size of the BLR of
PG 0052+251, which can be determined by the time lag between
the variations of continuum emission and the variations of broad-
line emission. Here the variations of broad emission lines have
four components: variations of the observed broad Hβ (inner
broad Hβ), variations of the observed total broad Hα, variations
of the inner broad Hα (coming from inner BLR), and variations
of the intermediate broad Hα (coming from intermediate BLR).
Here the flux densities of the total broad Hα, Hβ, and continuum
emission used are collected from Kaspi et al. (2000). And then,
according to the measured flux ratio of the broad Hα to the
intermediate broad Hα of each observed spectrum, the corrected
flux density of the total broad Hα for each observed spectrum
can be separated into two values for the inner broad component
and for the intermediate broad component of Hα. Thus, the
effects from different instruments in different configurations
can be totally ignored (van Groningen & Wanders 1992). In
other words, the following used flux densities of broad line
components are reliable.

Here, the common interpolated cross-correlation function
(ICCF; Gaskell & Sparke 1986; Gaskell & Peterson 1987;
Peterson 1993) is applied to quantify the time lag between
the continuum emission and the broad lines emission. We do
not consider the z-transfer discrete correlation function (ZDCF;
Alexander 1997; Edelson & Krolik 1988; White & Peterson
1994) any more, because the results from ZDCF are in excellent
agreement with the results from ICCF (Peterson et al. 1991,
1992, 2004; Kaspi et al. 2000; Bentz et al. 2010b). Figure 5
shows the final results based on the four broad components of
Hα and Hβ, including the measured sizes of the BLR and the
corresponding uncertainties determined by the bootstrap method
(Press et al. 1992; Peterson et al. 1998). Measured sizes of the
BLR based on variations of different broad components are
listed in Table 2. The size of the inner BLR is about 110 light
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Figure 4. Best-fit results for observed Hα. In each panel, the dotted line shows the observed spectrum, the thick solid line represents the best-fit results, the dashed
line represents the inner broad component of Hα, and the dot-dashed line shows the intermediate broad component of Hα. In the case of Julian:2449596 (top right
panel), there is no apparent intermediate broad component. The symbols “⊕” in the figure show the positions of the features of the atmospheric A band near 7620 Å
in the observed frame.

Figure 5. Top left panel shows results for CCF. The thin solid line represents the result for broad Hβ (CCF(Hβ, con5100 Å)). The dotted line represents the result for
the total broad Hα (CCF(Hαtot, con5100 Å)). The thick solid line represents the result for the inner broad Hα (CCF(Hαinner broad, con5100 Å)). The dot-dashed line shows
the result for intermediate broad Hα (CCF(Hαint broad, con5100 Å)). The top right panel shows the distributions of time lags between the total broad Balmer emission
and AGN continuum emission through the bootstrap method, in order to compare our results with that of Kaspi et al. (2000) and Peterson et al. (2004). The bottom
left panel shows the distributions of time lag between the inner broad Hα emission (after the subtraction of the intermediate broad Hα) and AGN continuum emission
through the bootstrap method. The bottom right panel shows the distributions of time lag between intermediate broad Hα emission and AGN continuum emission
through the bootstrap method. In the two bottom panels, the solid line represents the distributions for time lag determined by peak values of CCF results and the dotted
line represents the distributions of time lag determined by the central values of the CCF results.

days based on the inner broad Hα (or observed broad Hβ) and the
size of the intermediate BLR based on the intermediate broad Hα
is about 700 light days. Furthermore, the measured sizes based
on the observed total broad Hα and Hβ are consistent with the
reported values in Kaspi et al. (2000, 2005) and Peterson et al.
(2004).

The clear size of the intermediate broad component of Hα
through the CCF results indicates that the intermediate BLR for
Hα PG 0052 can be mathematically determined. Based on this

result, we try to discuss some unique characteristics based on
the intermediate BLR.

3.5. Intermediate BLR

Before giving some clear and further conclusions for mapped
AGN PG 0052, we discuss the effects of the intermediate BLR
on virial BH masses as follows.

There are two parameters used for virial BH masses in
Equation (1), line width and the size of the BLR. The two
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parameters are based on observational information. If the
intermediate broad component was accepted for Hα of PG 0052,
then the virial BH mass estimated from the properties of the
total observed broad Hα (one inner broad component plus
one intermediate broad component) should be different from
the BH mass estimated from the inner (or intermediate) broad
component, and that the estimated virial BH mass based on
only the inner (or intermediate) broad component of Hα should
be more accurate than the virial BH mass based on the total
observed broad Hα. Under the assumption of the intermediate
BLR accepted for Hα of PG 0052, we would find that

σ 2
Hα � f1 × σ 2

Hα1
+ f2 × σ 2

Hα2

RHα
BLR � f1 × R

Hα1
BLR + f2 × R

Hα2
BLR, (4)

where σHα1 (RHα1
BLR) and σHα2 (RHα2

BLR) are the mean measured
line widths (sizes of BLR) based on the inner and intermediate
broad components of Hα, and f1 and f2 represent parameters
of flux weight: the flux ratio of the inner (intermediate) broad
component to total observed broad Hα (f 1 + f 2 = 1). One
simple but clear method for proving the above equation can be
found in the Appendix.

It is very interesting that for PG 0052 (only the inner broad
component for Hβ but the inner broad plus intermediate broad
component for Hα), the virial BH masses based on the total
observed broad Hα should depend on properties of the inner
and the intermediate component of Hα:

MBH ∝ σ 2
Hα × RHα

BLR

∝ (
f 2

1 + f 2
2

)(
σ 2

Hα1
× R

Hα1
BLR

)
+ f1f2

(
σ 2

Hα1
× R

Hα2
BLR + σ 2

Hα2
× R

Hα1
BLR

)
. (5)

In the equation above, the relation σ 2
Hα1

× R
Hα1
BLR � σ 2

Hα2
× R

Hα2
BLR

is accepted (the BH mass estimated through properties of the
inner broad Hα should be similar to the mass through properties
of the intermediate broad Hα). Then, we can compare BH
masses based on the observed total broad Hβ (the inner broad
component for Hβ) and virial BH masses based on the observed
total broad Hα:

σ 2
Hα × RHα

BLR

σ 2
Hβ × R

Hβ

BLR

� (
f 2

1 + f 2
2

)
+ f1f2

(
R

Hα1
BLR

R
Hα2
BLR

+
R

Hα2
BLR

R
Hα1
BLR

)
. (6)

In the equation above, the relation σ 2
Hβ ×R

Hβ

BLR � σ 2
Hα1

×R
Hα1
BLR �

σ 2
Hα2

× R
Hα2
BLR is accepted (the BH masses estimated through the

inner broad Hβ (i.e., observed broad Hβ) should be similar to the
mass estimated on the inner broad Hα). Thus, the intermediate
broad component of Hα for PG 0052 should lead to a different
virial BH mass through the total observed broad Hβ (only
one inner broad component in the observed spectrum) and the
total observed broad Hα (one inner broad component plus one
intermediate broad component), and to the result that PG 0052
should be one outlier in the plane of σ 2

Hβ/σ 2
Hα versus RHα

BLR/R
Hβ

BLR.
Now let us check results of Equation (6) for PG 0052+251.

The flux ratio of the inner broad Hα to the intermediate broad
Hα (the total observed broad Hα minus the intermediate broad
Hα) is about 2.5–3 (2.5 from the mean spectrum, and 3 for the
observed spectra), the size ratio of the intermediate BLR (for
intermediate broad Hα) to the inner BLR (for the inner broad
Hα) is about 6–7. Then, the ratio of σ 2

Hα × RHα
BLR to σ 2

Hβ × R
Hβ

BLR

should be about 2 based on Equation (6), which agrees well
with the position of PG 0052+251 in Figure 1. In Figure 1,
the area marked by dotted lines shows the accepted range for
the ratio of σ 2

Hα × RHα
BLR to σ 2

Hβ × R
Hβ

BLR under the size ratio

of R
Hα2
BLR/R

Hα1
BLR ∼ 6–7, based on Equation (6). Furthermore,

it is simple to check and confirm the correlations shown in
Equation (4). The results indicate that the outlier PG 0052+251
in Figure 1 can be perfectly explained by properties of the
intermediate broad component of Hα, which further indicates
that the intermediate broad component (or the intermediate
BLR) is reasonable.

Before we end this subsection, we can compare our measured
size of the intermediate BLR with reported results on the size
of the intermediate BLR in the literature. Zhu et al. (2009) have
found one correlation between the size of the intermediate BLR
and central BH masses (Figure 7 in Zhu et al. 2009). If we accept
MBH ∼ (3.69 ± 0.76) × 108 M� for PG 0052+251 (Peterson
et al. 2004), then the estimated size of the intermediate BLR
based on the correlation shown in Zhu et al. (2009) is consistent
with our measured value of ∼1018 cm, which provides further
reliable evidence for the intermediate BLR.

3.6. Extended Part of the Inner BLR?

One question for the existence of the intermediate BLR is
whether the component is the only probable extended part of
the inner BLR, but not the one isolated region. We answer the
question as follows. Based on the results above, there is a large
distance between the inner and intermediate BLRs, about 600
light days. If the probable intermediate BLR is just the extended
part of the inner BLR, the BLR of PG 0052 should have a much
extended size. So, the large, extended size of the BLR should
smooth the variations of the observed broad emission lines; in
other words, there should be no apparent variations of broad
emission lines. We check the effects of the extended size of the
BLR on variations using the following mathematical procedure.

Before proceeding further, we accept the assumptions listed
in Peterson (1993) for the reverberation-mapping technique:
(1) continuum emission is from one central source, which is
much smaller than the BLR, (2) both continuum emission and
line emission are freely and isotopically propagating in central
volume, (3) line emissions are in rapid response to ionizing
continuum. Furthermore, we accept that line intensity from one
region simply depends on the number density of the region,
I ∝ N (r) (some detailed discussion for emission lines of AGNs
can be found in Netzer 1990; Osterbroack & Ferland 2006).
Moreover, we simply accept that the BLR is a spherical shell
(the center of the sphere is positioned on the central BH) with
a depth of about 600 light days (the inner layer radius is about
90 light days, the outer layer is about 700 light days). Then
based on the geometrical structure, the response light curve of
the emission line based on the input light curve of continuum
emission can be created, as was done for 3C390.3 (Zhang 2011).
The spherical shell (BLR) is first divided into M layers. As long
as M is large enough, the effects of the depth of each layer can be
totally ignored. The line intensity from each layer (with radius
r) can be determined by

I (r) ∝ N (r) ∝ 1/rp. (7)

In order to find more clear effects of the extended size of BLR,
p ∼ 0 is accepted. If p was much larger, the outer part of
the BLR would have few contributions to line emission. Thus,
we select p = 0; there is similar flux strength from clouds in
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Figure 6. Effects of the extended size of the BLR on the observed light curve of the broad emission line. The solid line plus the solid circle represent the observed
light curve of the continuum emission of PG 0052, the solid line represents the created light curve of the emission line for the BLR with an extended size of about 30
light days, and the dashed line represents the created light curve of the emission line for the BLR with an extended size of about 600 light days. The arrows show the
positions of apparent features in the light curve of the continuum emission and in the corresponding created light curve of the emission line.

the inner part of the BLR and from clouds in the outer part of the
BLR, which will show more clear effects of the extended size
of the BLR on the observed light curve of the broad line. Once
one layer meets the ionizing photos from the central source,
the line intensity of the layer is changed immediately as

Ii(t) ∝ Ii(t − 1) × coni(t)

coni(t − 1)
, (8)

where t is the date, and Ii and coni mean the line intensity from
the ith layer and the arriving continuum emission (a discrete
data series with a time separation of 1 day) for the layer.

There is one point we should note in our mathematical
procedure, which is that the simplest spherical shell geometry
is assumed for the BLR. Actually, the geometry is perhaps
different from the true structure of the BLR of PG 0052+251. As
discussed in Gaskell (2009), Eracleous et al. (2009), Sluse et al.
(2011), Bentz et al. (2010a), and references therein, the BLRs
of AGNs have a flattened distribution and we always view them
near pole-on, and BLR structures are very similar in most AGNs.
Although the applied spherical shell geometry is oversimplified
for PG 0052+251, the results based on the simplified structure
can still indicate the true effects of the extended size of the
BLR on the observed light curve of the broad line. Different
structures of the BLR should lead to different overall trends of
observed light curves of broad lines (such as one example shown
in Zhang 2011); the large extended size of the BLR still smooths
the observed light curve of the broad line. As one example to
demonstrate the effects of the extended size of the BLR, the
oversimplified structure of the BLR is significantly valid.

Due to the simple procedure above, the response light curve
of Hα based on the light curve of the continuum emission of
PG 0052 can be created and shown in Figure 6. It is clear that
the response light curve of Hα is very smooth if the extended
size of the BLR is about 600 light days; i.e., if the calculated
intermediate BLR of PG 0052 is just an extended part of the
inner BLR. Furthermore, we also show one tested light curve
of Hα, if the BLR had a smaller extended size of about 30 light

days. For the case with a small extended size of the BLR, some
subtle features (the arrows in the figure) shown in the light curve
of the continuum emission can be reflected in the light curve
of the emission line; however, the features cannot be found in
the created light curve of the emission line for the BLR with a
larger extended size. In this subsection, to clearly describe the
structures of the BLR of PG 0052 is not our objective. Thus,
we do not show further results. The results shown in Figure 6
clearly indicate that the intermediate BLR cannot be treated as
an extended part of the inner BLR for PG 0052, otherwise, the
observed light curve of Hα would be much smoother.

4. DISCUSSIONS

After BLRs of AGNs have been studied for more than half
a century, some information about the geometrical structures
of the BLR has been mathematically determined by the transfer
function in the reverberation-mapping technique through special
mathematical methods (such as the maximum entropy method;
Narayan & Nityananda 1986; Peterson 1993; Peterson et al.
1994; Horne et al. 1991; Goad et al. 1993; Wanders & Horne
1994; Pijpers & Wanders 1994; Krolik 1994; Winge et al. 1995;
Bentz et al. 2010a, 2010b; Sluse et al. 2011). Certainly, aside
from the results obtained with mathematical methods, there are
some statistical results about the structures of the BLRs of AGNs
(some reviews can be found in Gaskell 2009; Eracleous et al.
2009; Down et al. 2010) based on the properties of observed
broad emission lines, such as the proposed model of one much
broader component for the wing of the broad emission line
and one intermediate broad component for the core of the
broad emission line (Zhu et al. 2009; Hu et al. 2008; Sulentic
et al. 2000; Brotherton et al. 1994; Brotherton 1996; Mason
et al. 1996; Bon et al. 2009; Popovic 2007). However, evidence
is not sufficient enough to confirm the intermediate BLR of
AGNs. In this paper, besides the fitted results for broad Balmer
emission lines, properties of line cores from the PCA technique
and the measured size of the expected intermediate BLR are
further confirmed as evidence for the intermediate BLR of
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PG 0052+251. Besides one common inner component of the
BLR (inner BLR) with the size of about 100 light days, there
is one other seriously obscured intermediate component of the
BLR (intermediate BLR) with the size of about 700 light days.

Before proceeding further, we first consider what geometry
is envisioned for the intermediate BLR, which suffers much
more reddening than the component giving rise to the inner
BLR for PG 0052+251. Actually, it is not difficult to answer
this question. Obscuration for the intermediate BLR is not due
to the dust torus but due to the high-density dust clouds (radially
moving or not) between the line of sight and the intermediate
BLR. The dust clouds have apparent effects on the intermediate
BLR but no effects on the inner BLR due to the small size of
the clouds. The dust clouds can be confirmed by a special kind
of AGN, AGNs with their types changing between type 1 and
type 2, such as Mrk1018 (Cohen et al. 1986; Goodrich 1990),
NGC 7603 (Tohline & Osterbrock 1976), NGC 2622, Mrk 609
(Goodrich 1990), etc. The large distance between the inner and
intermediate BLRs for PG 0052 (about 600 light days) ensures
enough space for the dust clouds.

Furthermore, we consider the virialization assumption
(Gaskell 1988; Wandel et al. 1999; Peterson & Wandel 1999) for
the intermediate BLR. As discussed in Brotherton et al. (1994)
through a simple photoionization model, properties of the in-
ner and intermediate BLRs are consistent with the virialization
assumption:

V 2
1 × RBLR,1 ∼ V 2

2 × RBLR,2. (9)

Here RBLR means the size of the BLR (distance between the BLR
and central BH) and V represents the rotating velocity of broad
emission line clouds in the corresponding BLR (commonly, the
line width of broad emission lines, the second moment). For
PG 0052+251, the sizes of the two components of the BLR
and the line widths of the inner broad and intermediate broad
components have been measured above,

(
σHα1

σHα2

)2.0

= 4.7 ± 0.4 � R
Hα2
BLR

R
Hα1
BLR

= 6 ± 1.5. (10)

Here, the mean value (σHα1/σHα2 ) is calculated by the measured
line parameters for all observed spectra of PG 0052+251,
which is consistent with the one from the mean spectrum of
PG 0052+251. The value of R

Hα2
BLR/R

Hα1
BLR is calculated by the

measured sizes of the BLR listed in Table 2. It is clear that the
result is consistent with what we expect under the virialization
method for the BLR.

Certainly, some effects on the measured line parameters of
mapped AGNs should be discussed. As discussed in Kaspi et al.
(2000), the variable Fe ii lines could alter line parameter mea-
surements. However, among the listed PG quasars in Table 1,
PG 0052 and PG 0026 are the only two objects without apparent
optical Fe ii lines; the other five PG quasars have strong and ap-
parent Fe ii emission lines. However, only PG 0052 is an outlier
in Figure 1. Thus, the effects of Fe ii on measured line parame-
ters can be totally ignored. Another question we should discuss
is the size to which the BLR could change, such as in the simple
discussion in Kaspi et al. (2000) and the detailed study and dis-
cussions for well-known mapped AGN NGC 5548 (Bentz et al.
2006, 2007; Denney et al. 2010; Peterson et al. 2004; Wanders
& Peterson 1996). However, we can find a decreasing line width
with the increasing size of the BLR, consistent with the expected
results under the virialization assumption. Thus, the effects of

the size of the BLR changing could not explain the outliers in
Figure 1.

Before we end this section, we should note that it would be
interesting to find candidates for AGNs with intermediate BLRs
by the outliers in the plane of RHα

BLR/R
Hβ

BLR versus σ 2
Hβ/σ 2

Hα ,
especially for objects with much larger values of (σ 2

Hα ×
RHα

BLR)/(σ 2
Hβ × R

Hβ

BLR). Thus, we expect that the mapped object
NGC 4253 should be a strong candidate with an intermediate
BLR.

Finally, a simple summary is as follows. We first check the
properties of mapped AGNs collected from the literature in the
plane of σ 2

Hβ/σ 2
Hα versus RHα

BLR/R
Hβ

BLR. Commonly, virial BH
masses based on the properties of observed broad Hα and
Hβ should be a coincidence. However, among the mapped
objects with measured sizes of BLR and line widths (second
moment) based on long-period observed broad Hα and Hβ,
PG 0052 and NGC 4253 are two apparent outliers in the plane
of σ 2

Hβ/σ 2
Hα versus RHα

BLR/R
Hβ

BLR, which indicates that the BLRs
of PG 0052 and NGC 4253 have some special characteristics.
Then based on 55 public spectra of PG 0052 (Kaspi et al. 2000),
the BLR of PG 0052 was studied in detail carefully. We find
that the line width ratio of the total observed broad Hα to total
observed broad Hβ is ∼0.7, which is much smaller than the
theoretical/observational value of ∼0.9 found by Korista &
Goad (2004) and Greene & Ho (2005). Furthermore, the flux
ratio of the total broad Hα to the total broad Hβ is about 6.8
(Balmer Decrement), which is not a reasonable value (mean
value of 3.56 in Vanden Berk et al. 2001) for the blue quasar PG
0052+251. Moreover, the properties of the line cores based on
the PCA technique indicate there is one inner broad component
and one seriously obscured intermediate broad component in
the BLR. If the seriously obscured intermediate BLR was
accepted, properties of PG 0052 in the plane of σ 2

Hβ/σ 2
Hα

versus RHα
BLR/R

Hβ

BLR could be reproduced, which indicates that the
intermediate BLR actually is appropriate for the mapped quasar
PG 0052+251. Finally, the large distance between the inner and
the intermediate components of the BLR based on CCF results
(about 600 light days) indicates that the intermediate component
is not an extended part of the inner component of the BLR.
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APPENDIX

TO PROVE EQUATION (4)

Based on the definition of the second moment (Peterson et al.
2004)

σ 2 =
∫

λ2 × Pλdλ∫
Pλdλ

−
(∫

λPλdλ∫
Pλdλ

)2

=
∫

λ2 × Pλdλ∫
Pλdλ

− λ2
0,

(A1)
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Figure 7. On the correlation between RHα
BLR and R

Hα1
BLR ×f1 +R

Hα2
BLR ×f2 for a total of 664 simulated data points. Open circles represent 444 data points with f 2/f 1 � 1

and solid circles are for 220 data points with f 2/f 1 � 1. The solid line represents the relation RHα
BLR = R

Hα1
BLR × f1 + R

Hα2
BLR × f2.

where the function P represents the line profile and λ represents
the wavelength. For broad Hα of PG 0052 which includes two
components of Hα1 (the inner broad component) and Hα2 (the
intermediate broad component), we can find the correlation
between the line width of the total broad Hα (σHα) and line
widths of the two components of Hα (σHα1 and σHα2 ):

σ 2
Hα = f1 × σ 2

Hα1
+ f2 × σ 2

Hα2
+ f1 × λ2

0(Hα1)

+ f2 × λ2
0(Hα2) − [f1 × λ0(Hα1) + f2 × λ0(Hα2)]2

= f1 × σ 2
Hα1

+ f2 × σ 2
Hα2

+ G[λ0(Hα1), λ0(Hα2)], (A2)

where f1 and f2 are the flux ratios of the separated broad compo-
nents of Hα to the total broad Hα, i.e., f1 = ∫

Pλ,1dλ/
∫

Pλdλ,
f2 = ∫

Pλ,2dλ/
∫

Pλdλ, and f1 + f2 = 1. λ0(Hα1) and λ0(Hα2)
are the first moments (the center wavelengths) of the two com-
ponents of the broad Hα. It is clear that if the inner component
and the intermediate broad component do not have largely dif-
ferent center wavelengths (λ0(Hα1) � λ0(Hα2)), the equation
σ 2

Hα � f1 × σ 2
Hα1

+ f2 × σ 2
Hα2

can be safely accepted.
To mathematically prove equation RHα

BLR � f1 ×
R

Hα1
BLR + f2 × R

Hα2
BLR is very difficult. Here, we prove

the equation by following the Monte Carlo method,
based completely on homogeneous light curves of con-
tinuum emission (C(t)) and broad line emission (L(t))
of the well-known reverberation-mapped AGN NGC 5548
(Peterson et al. 2002) collected from the AGNWATCH project
(http://www.astronomy.ohio-state.edu/∼agnwatch/). Light
curves of inner and intermediate broad Hα are created through
the bootstrap method (the commonly used Monte Carlo method
creates a mock population from a given sample of data) applied
to the light curve of the broad line Hβ of NGC 5548. The ob-
served light curve of NGC 5548, including N data points, can be
described as [ti, fluxi], where the index i = 1, 2, . . . , N means
the ith data points in the light curve, and t and flux represent the
observational date and corresponding flux density of the emis-
sion line. In order to simplify our mathematical procedure, the
dates ti are recreated with isolated integral values with a step of
1 day based on the observed data series of NGC 5548. Then,

mock light curves of the inner and intermediate broad compo-
nents of Hα can be created with the following two steps. On
the first step, using the bootstrap method, a new sample with an
index from 1 to N, k = 1, . . . N , is created. Certainly, there are
some values that will be the same in the sample of k. On the sec-
ond step, the mock light curve of the inner broad Hα is created
by [ti, fluxk], the mock light curve of the intermediate broad Hα
is created by [ti + Δ, fluxk × fsca], where Δ ∈ [2, 160] days are
integral values and represent distances between the inner BLR
and intermediate BLR, and fsca ∈ [0.2, 5] represents the flux
density ratio of the intermediate broad Hα to the inner broad
Hα. The values of fsca ensure that both of the broad components
of Hα are apparent. Parameter Δ ensures that there is a longer
distance between the intermediate BLR and central BH than
the distance between the inner BLR and central BH. Then, the
two steps above are repeated, until there are enough mock light
curves. Furthermore, based on the bootstrap method, the effects
of different geometrical structures of the inner and intermedi-
ate components of the BLR have been simply included (simple
results of the effects of the geometric structures of the BLR on
the measured size of the BLR can be found in Zhu et al. 2009).
Based on the created mock light curves (date and flux density:
[ti,inner, fluxk,inner] and [ti,inter,f luxk,inter]) of the inner and inter-
mediate components, it is easy to create the mock light curves
([ti,tot,f luxk,tot]) of the total broad line (the inner component
plus the intermediate component) by

ti,tot = ti,inter if ti,inter = ti,inner

ti,tot rejected if ti,inter 	= ti,inner

fluxk,tot = fluxk,inner + fluxk,tot if ti,inter = ti,inner

fluxk,tot rejected if ti,inter 	= ti,inner. (A3)

Then, the values of RHα
BLR, RHα1

BLR, and R
Hα2
BLR can be determined by

CCF. Here we notice that only the CCF result with one apparent
peak is accepted. Figure 7 shows the correlation (coefficient
0.97 with significant deviation from zero Pnull ∼ 0 for 664
simulated data points) between RHα

BLR and R
Hα1
BLR ×f1 +R

Hα2
BLR ×f2

(f1 = 1/(1 + fsca) and f2 = fsca/(1 + fsca)). It is clear that the
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expected relation about the size of the BLR in Equation (4)
can be commonly accepted. Furthermore, the results shown in
Figure 7 even indicate that there are two apparent components
in the light curve of the broad line; the CCF could be single-
peaked, not double-peaked, in appearance.
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